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the Empire'; they will look after Indian aspirations ' as if
they were your kith and kin'! He has no ear for the
prophecy of impending conflict which Narmad uttered in
the seventies. He could not see any significance in the
new technique of harnessing orthodoxy to modern politics,
which Tilak was forging. All he could do was to parody,
through his Virrao Dhampate, the great politician's speech
and manners. The under-currents of rising nationalism,
which were to burst out into a flood three years later (1904)
had no existence for him, and the section of young
Gujaratls over which he exercised literary fascination,
remained blind to the new forces which were inspiring the
youth in Bengal and Maharashtra.
But Sarasvatichandra rendered an invaluable service to
the province. It brought to the Gujarat! reader choice
sentiments, thoughts and ideas from Samskrta literature,
and provided him with an elaborate and interesting attempt
to apply them to modern problems. It thus became a
Purana of Samskrta revivalism. It has established, and
will continue to establish, for generations a living contact
between Gujarata and ancient Aryan culture. And it will
continue to hold fast the language to the richness (HP
Samskrta even in the hands of those to whom the beauty
and inspiration of the original are inaccessible.
The author's other works, in style and execution, are
very inferior. Snehamudrft is an obscurely written poem
lightened up by stray poetic flashes, and is inferior in form
and substance to many poems in Sarasvatichandra. Dayftrn-
mano Aksharadeha is a valuable appreciation of a great
poet.
VIII
Manilal Nabhubhai Dvivedi (1858-1898) was a man of
great learning and intellectual power. His principal works
are his gazals after the style of the Persian Sufis, and
other poems, collected under the name of Atma Nimajjana;
KSw^aplay (1884); Gulabsinh (1887); a novel being an
adaptation of Bulwerk Lytton's Zanoni; Bnlavilftsa (1893^
Siddh%ntas3ra, (1899), a work dealing with ancient Hindd
thought and modern problems; and numerous essays on
literary and philosophical subjects collected in Sudar'sana

